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Leblanc Illuminations is the pioneer company in the lighting
market all around the world over more then 65 years.

Our lighting is a commitment to human emotion, to the values we share with
our customers, our employees, the public in general... We are specialists,
innovators, pioneers and passionate. We create lighting to bring out the
best in your living spaces.

It is here that we share our passion: to create connections, moments of
sharing, thanks to light.

We are

Who are we ? 

creator of lasting emotionscreator of lasting emotions



We believe in the unifying power of emotions, the universal language that
connects different sensations, the communicative vibration that connects
us to each other, with this positive energy circulating between us.

Beautiful decorations all year long, with and without light. 

Leblanc illuminations creates e-deco, a range of durable and colourful
daytime decorations suitable for all your events. We print decorations in
Greenfib®, Everstar® and Rainbow, bio-sourced, recycled and recyclable
materials.

Available in 13 colours, they add dynamism and colour to your festive
decorations, especially in broad daylight or indoors. Some e-deco are non-
glowing, so they do not use electricity. The material can be shredded to make
new e-deco for other events.

The most beautiful emotions are the
ones that we share with others.



is the celebration of lovers, the perfect
opportunity to say 

Couples are often very sensitive to
small gestures and  

on the 14th of February.

Here are our suggestions to
create a 
 atmosphere.

"I love you"

words of love

Valentine's day

romantic



Create a poetic moment
for Valentine's Day

Celebrate Valentine's Day by creating a
unique atmosphere at any location !

Make your establishment an unforgettable
place to make this event a unique moment

thanks to the Pops suspensions !
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A project ? Need advice? 
Contact us
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Create a dynamic
atmosphere with the

use of droplights
The Cold White Droplight Snowfall effect is the

product that adds the wow factor 
to your lighting scene.

Available in 0.50cm or 1m height 
and several colors to suit your needs ! 

Guarantee and security through professional quality.



A project ? Need advice? 
Contact us
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Make hearts beat faster this Valentine's
Day by lighting up your environment 
with eco-friendly floor standing
decorations.

Brighten up your event with the Photo
Booth decoration. Make it an
unforgettable experience.

170488 + 205287
HEART FRAME
H:2,80 L:2,60 m P:1 m - 25,93 kg
2D to pose - luminous

Let's personalize your
decoration together!

170486
PHOTOBOOTH HEART
H:1,90 L:1,20 m - 12 kg
2D to stand - non-illuminated
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Use Golden garlands to
brighten up your interior.
Decorate your business or community with
taste and elegance with our golden, pure white
sparkling garland.

This professional quality 230V 20m long
garland can be extended up to 100m in any
indoor or outdoor location !



For Valentine's Day,
create your own unique

light animations
Control your garland kit via the mobile app and the

Twinkly cloud with Twinkly Pro technology !

Customize your lighting with ease thanks to this
professional lighting decoration solution !

*

https://blog.leblanc-illuminations.com/imaginer-un-univers-unique-grace-a-twinkly-pro
https://blog.leblanc-illuminations.com/imaginer-un-univers-unique-grace-a-twinkly-pro
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Brighten up your
outdoors with the pure

white Icicle lights
The pure white sparkling Icicle Lights 
with white cable are ideal for creating 

accross-streats and dense, bright atmospheres.

With a height of 0.80 cm and a length of 4 m, this icicle
light is practical because it can be extended up to 80 m.

Its professional quality allows 
you to install it both indoors and outdoors!
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Let's rhyme love and eco-
design together !

170487 + 205287
ARCH HEART
H:3,60 L:4,10 m P:1,9 m - 16,47 kg
2D to pose - luminous

Contact us

Thanks to e-deco by Leblanc illuminations,
our luminous and non-luminous
decorations are eco-designed using
recycled and recyclable materials.

Make Valentine's Day a special, memorable
moment by decorating your environment
responsibly !
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Choose from our range of
floor decorations to
decorate your
roundabouts
Add a touch of fairytale to your
roundabouts this Valentine's Day with an
illuminated floor decoration. It will look as
good by day as it does by night.

Create a magical atmosphere with soft,
warm lights to guide the path of love.
You can find the glittering gold garlands
on our e-commerce site.



Contact us

414230
ARCH HEART
H:3,60 L:4,10 m P:1,9 m - 16,47 kg
2D to stand - non-illuminated

Light up Valentine’s Day with
some luminous decorations

Brighten up Valentine's Day 
with the magic of 

our illuminated decorations.

Light up this special day by
creating a romantic, warm

atmosphere.

Our creations are the perfect way
to create a unique and magical

celebration.
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Contact us and let’s create your project together!

Consult our T&Cs

Inspired by these pages ?

Leblanc illuminations 6-8 rue Michaël Faraday 72027 Le Mans Cedex 2 SAS with capital of €7,938,000 - RCS 482 323 649 Le Mans Photographs and non-contractual documents. All our models are protected by INPI & WIPO deposits.
Information relating to products is given for information purposes only and may be subject to change. 

Any reproduction, even partial, is prohibited.
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Subscribe to our networks

https://www.facebook.com/leblancilluminationsintl
https://www.tiktok.com/@leblanc.illuminations?is_from_webapp=1&sender_device=pc
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UChSmT4YIGXcc4tXWUMJGRCg
https://www.linkedin.com/company/leblanc-illuminations
https://www.instagram.com/leblancilluminations/
mailto:contact@leblanc-illuminations.com
mailto:contact@leblanc-illuminations.com
https://www.leblanc-illuminations.com/
mailto:contact@leblanc-illuminations.com
https://www.leblanc-illuminations.com/en/terms-and-conditions-of-sale

